2020 Calendars

Wall Calendars
Wall calendars are a great way of keeping your
organisation’s details in front of the eyes of your
customers or prospects. Produced in stunning,
high quality print, our wall calendars really make
your organisation stand out. Each calendar
comes with a high quality white protective
cardboard envelope suitable for posting.

Standard Features

Day Format Options

One Month To View Wall Calendar

Jotter

One square per day

Open Size: 425 x 297mm
Closed Size: 210 x 297mm
Postage friendly, posts as a
large letter.
13 leaves wiro bound at the centre.
250 gsm.

Lines

One line per day

Themes
British Scenes

World Wildlife

Bespoke Calendars
Our Bespoke Calendars are designed
to match your branding using your
corporate colour, logos and fonts.
You can include your own collection
of images to create a truly unique
calendar.
We can also include entries to
promote company events, marketing
opportunities or industry events.
See page 8 for more details
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Interested in bespoke calendars? Get in touch!

A3
Sized
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Desk Calendars
Desk calendars offer an ideal option for those
with limited space on their work stations, or
with no wall space. Small enough to place on
a desk this calendar allows strong promotional
opportunities and can be fully custom made.
Each desk calendar comes with a high quality
white protective cardboard envelope suitable
for posting.

Standard Features

Day Format Options

One Month To View Desk Calendar

Jotter

One square per day

Size: 100 x 235mm
Postage friendly.
13 leaves wiro bound at the top.
250gsm.

Lines

BEST
SELLER

One line per day

Themes
British Scenes

World Wildlife

Bespoke Calendars
Our Bespoke Calendars are designed
to match your branding using your
corporate colour, logos and fonts.
You can include your own collection
of images to create a truly unique
calendar.
We can also include entries to
promote company events, marketing
opportunities or industry events.
See page 8 for more details
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Interested in bespoke calendars? Get in touch!
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Interested in bespoke calendars? Get in touch!
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Bespoke
Calendars
By using your own images, fonts and branding,
we can help you to create a calendar unique to
you. Show off your products or services each
month or choose an original theme that best
reflects your company, the choice is yours.

Standard Sizes
One Month To View
Wall Calendar

Day Format Options
Jotter

One square per day

Open Size: 425 x 297mm
Closed Size: 210 x 297mm
Postage friendly, posts as a
large letter.
13 leaves wiro bound at the centre.
250 gsm.

Lines

One line per day

One Month To View Compact
Wall Calendar

How to supply your own images

Size: 210 x 297mm

Ideally you will have your own collection of 12 images that we can
use. As long as these are of a good enough resolution, we can use
or adapt them for use on your calendar.

Postage friendly, posts as a
large letter.
7 leaves wiro bound at the top.
250gsm.

If you do not have images or would like a particular theme, we
advise that you use an online service like Shutterstock. As long
as you are not reselling your calendars, a cheaper standard image
licence will be fine. If you are going to sell your calendars, you
will need to purchase the images with a more expensive
enhanced image licence.
We cannot purchase the images for you as we would always
require an enhanced licence as technically we would be selling
them to you.
A set of 12 images with a standard licence on Shutterstock costs
around £90. The same images with an enhanced licence are
around £700.

One Month To View
Desk Calendar
Size: 100 x 235mm
Postage friendly.
13 leaves wiro bound at the top.
250gsm.
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British Scenes 2020

Media Resources
Church Croft House, Station Road,
Rugeley, Staffordshire. WS15 2HE
01889 503 100
sales@media-resources.co.uk
www.media-resources.co.uk
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